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About This Game

Sweep'n'Sweep is an exciting puzzle game very similar to Minesweeper, but with an upgrade: when you fill a line completely, it
disappears and a new empty one appears on the top. Whether you're a hardcore Minesweeper enthusiast or just someone who

wants to spend their five-minute break on something fun, this is the game for you.

As you clear more and more lines, the difficulty increases making it harder and harder to play. Try to beat your friends and
reach the highest difficulty level!

Apart from the obviuos fun gameplay, this game also features a trendy look and plenty of fun achievements. With everything
combined, Sweep'n'Sweep will keep you busy for tens of hours!
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Title: Sweep'n'Sweep
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
SweepBros
Publisher:
SweepBros
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card supporting DirectX 9.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 65 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Absolutely terrible. i could see if this was made by one guy. but somehow, this was made by a team. its nearly impossible with
arrow keys to fly. you cant loop, you cannot fly upside down. aiming is terrible, guns sound like they came from an 80s arcade
game. hell most 80s arcade games are better than this. instantly uninstalled. do not waste your time. I play warthunder
religiously, i decided to give this a chance. it didnt even deserve the chance.

Pro: another ww1/2 game. Got me excited.

Con: has the mechanics of pacman. im not even exadurating.. Cool idea, but it is unfinished abandonware. Don't buy it.. Not
Happy At All, theres's a few issues with this game that I purchased.
1\/ after Loading for the first time, It crashes.
2\/ My AVG anti-Virus software then pops up and tells me that there is a Virus in the EXE file and then blocks it.
If this is how game makers expect people to buy there games and play them with tracking trojans and other bugs in them, then
they should tell people to get rid of there Anti-virus software and let this game destroy everyones computer files.. As it stands
right now, this is a great game. I have followed its development more or less from its inception in 2010, and always felt the
concept was great, but that there was something lacking. The version now available on Steam addresses my concerns, presenting
a full game with several layers of interaction and good ideas put into practice.

Without microtransactions to hinder it, the main mode is quite fun to play and watch as your onscreen world develops, but the
Quest mode is even more interesting, bringing an entirely new perspective to the game while still using the same core
mechanics.

If you have never played this game before or if you played a while ago, there was never a better time to really dig your theeth
into it. Recommended.. I have really enjoyed MiniBotz and enjoyed the pleasure of working directly with the developers to
grow and mold this game. Back in November 2016 I met the developers at Tucson Comic Con and after speaking with them and
meeting them at their offices I was given the pleasure to work for them, starting in December 2016, to help them mange their
social media and steam pages.

The developers are truely dedicated to listening and taking all input from their fans into consideration for updates and are
always open to constructive criticism. I believe MiniBotz will go very far.. Runers is a great game for folks who want a
challenge and a multitude of strategies to defeat it. My recommendation to first-timers is to do the tutorials once before you
start, then again after a few hours of gameplay. You'll be grateful you did since coming up with your own winning build requires
a good understanding of the mechanics, the more advanced of which are best learned once you have a good understanding of the
basics. The game is challenging, both in gameplay and in build-creation.

Here's a quick example of the diversity of the game. There are 285 possible spells, of which I have discovered just under 100,
and already I have 3 or 4 high-powered builds that are capable of winning (at least on the easier difficulties). Throughout the
game, you will complement these skill-builds with a set of unique abilities you acquire from accomplishing various in-game
feats (e.g. completing a floor, defeating a boss, succeeding at an "event room", leveling up). You can base the abilities your
spells or your spells off your abilities, but certainly you will want to think about how they will pair with each other to make your
character perform best.

As far as the enemies, I haven't counted, but I would say there are well over a hundred unique types. Developing a strategy on
how to approach each enemy type is another critical part of succeeding. The game is not easy to win, even on the "easy"
difficulties, so be prepared for a challenge. Once you get to know the majority of the mob types, you will find yourself laughing
in the face of enemies that you used to curse for their ridiculous difficulty! Except for bosses... Boss fights are just as diverse as
the "normal" room fights, with what seems to be at least a few dozen different bosses that you can encounter. These will range
from "Oh, I can easily beat this guy when he does such-and-such" to "I'll never beat this guy!" (don't worry, you can definitely
beat him, the question is are you resourceful enough). All of them are distinctly different experiences which is what kept me
coming back to replay it again and again.

As far as the different difficulties, well, I haven't beaten it above the first two difficulty levels, but that is mostly because I've
only tried the harder ones a couple of times at this point (the game is pretty new, after all). As I said before, even the "Wimpy"
mode presents a challenge and I would recommend sticking to this mode until you've honed your skills and developed several
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effective combos that you can be prepared to deploy. You have to be ready to be effective regardless of what rune types start
dropping from the enemies you dispatch.

All in all, this is a pretty stellar game. I quickly grow weary of a game that either feeds me an easy win or sits me in a rail-car
and doesn't let me deviate or forge my own chosen path to victory. Runers does neither of these things, and is winnable with
literally thousands of different builds\/strategies. And just when you think you're a master, you realize you're playing on
"Wimpy" and it's time to up the ante and break into the higher difficulties.

Runers has been fun so far and hopefully some of the remaining spells I discover will give me the edge I need to beat it on
Apocalypse. Rune ho!
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An amazing gem that is worth your entire attention if you're the slightest fan of RPGs

Even if the game is rather short (even with three different endings), it is memorable.
Not only the art breaks the mold but the choice of soundtrack, the dialogues, the bad jokes, it all sets a very distinct mood which
I fell in love with. Every aspect of this game is a good reason to pick it up and play it.

If I had a single complaint is that it's way too good for how short it is! I wish the story expanded a lot more. I know how much
work has been put into making this, it took the guy a year or more to complete this project so I can't really complain about
anything. I do admire the guy, but gosh, now that you made such an awesome title, why am i still hungry for more!!!!
It doesn't mean that I'll stop playing it, actually I think i'll even explore every single corner to find all the weird stuff that's
hidden all around.. This interactive game is a creative image of what NASA thinks it might potentially look like when we have
people on Mars. The gameplay is a little wonky and doesn't handle the movement+camera positioning very well. There is only
really one objective and a math solution to solve in the entire game. The ingame calculator takes a moment to get used to it. But
if you are a fan of achievements or care about NASA it might be worth the twenty minutes for the extremely cheap price.
That is if the proceeds are giving to NASA in some way.. This game is pretty good. The controls aren't cut out for the
PC, but you can set them however you want them. After getting used to it, it is simply amazing. The gameplay is nice
and Nero (the maincharacter) as well as Dante never fail to come up with another joke!

All in all, this game got wit, a good gameplay, graphics, two awesome characters and a fine storyline to keep you
interested. IIf you're a fan of the DMC-Franchise, give it a shot!. My favorite game and the only game i have ever
played since I was a kid.. i like the game and all but at night time it does run really slow and im whishing for them to
fix it pretty soon but most of all the graphic,s are kind a great and plus i like how the other firefighter,s talk to me like
good morning and stuff like that but most of all i love and like about the game is how u get surprising fire or accident
call,s but most of all i like how the fire station is very detailed.
. literally the best game ever made. Soundtrack is great too. voice acting for the cat was great, but the little girl could
use some work. Drawings were simple, but it fit. 10/10. Be prepared for a lot of text but if you're cool with that then I
can't recommend this game enough.. What are you doing reading this? you should be already buying this and become a
 m a n o f c u l t u r e

Pros:

The gameplay is pretty smooth

Challenging bosses
Cons:

No achievements regarding difficulty
Got this on sale, so, for the price I payed is a  nice game 
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